SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The scattering of acoustic and elastic waves by a sphere and a circular cylinder have been extensively investigated (Pao and Mow, 1974) . The radiation patterns, surface creeping waves, and acoustic resonance scattering for a plane acoustic wave incident on elastic sphere and cylinder have been detailed studied 1951; 1992) . The scattering of a plane compressional or shear wave by elastic sphere is studied by Hinders (1991) and Komeev and Johnson (1993, a, b) . The scattering of elastic wave by elastic cylinder is analyzed by Hinders (1993) . The synthetic seismograms were first calculated by Komeev and Johnson for an elastic sphere. In this work, the synthetic seismograms of compressional wave, scattered shear wave, and total field for a circular cylinder inclusion caused by a plane P-wave incident are calculated and the possible influence of scattering on travel-time and Q tomographies are discussed.
EXACT SOLUTION OF SCATTERED FIELD
Suppose an infinite long elastic circular cylinder inclusion with radius a , density , and elastic constants , is embedded in an infinite elastic media with density , and elastic constants , A plane P-wave normally illuminates the inclusion along direction (Fig. 1) . The compressional displacement potential and vertical polarized shear displacement potential satisfy wave equations and Mow, 1974) . A normally incident plane P-wave with unit amplitude traveling in the positive z direction and the resulted internal and scattered fields can be expanded in terms of cylindrical functions as Incident plane P-wave by and then multiple a factor of NUMERICAL RESULTS
We assume the cylinders satisfy the Miiller's visco-elastic attenuation law 1983) to keep the propagation causal. The corresponding complex velocity have the following dispersion relation v s2 and can be obtained by replacing and in Eqs. (3) by and respectively. where is a constant determining the absorbing properties of the cylinder. and are reference frequency, reference compressional quality factor, and reference shear quality factor, respectively. In following calculating we take = and are reference compressional and shear wave velocities. The model parameters are given in table 1.
We take the Ricker wavelet with a central frequency of f 0 = 2Hz as the source time function. The radial particle displacements of scattered compressional and scattered shear waves can be written as where g(o) denotes the source spectrum. The synthetic seismograms for scattered compressional and shear waves can be calculated by Eqs. 4. Fig. 2a through Fig. 3c show the synthetic seismograms of scattered compressional waves (Figs. 2a, 3a) , scattered shear waves (Figs. 2b, 3b) , and total fields (Figs. 2c, 3c) . We can study the synthetic seismograms and compare with the geometrical ray theory. The forward scattered field arc composed by geometrical transmitted waves and the creeping waves propagated along the surface of the cylinder. They include two transmitted compressional waves (P 1 P 2 P l and which go through the cylinder, two transmitted shear waves and which also go through the cylinder, and two creeping waves and which go along the surface of the cylinder. The relative amplitudes and arrival times of these different waves depend on the position of observation point and medium elastic parameters. Fig. 2a through Fig. 2c show the horizontal section (Z = 25.0km) synthetic seismograms of the scattered compressional wave, scattered shear wave, and total field for a plane P-wave incident in high velocity cylinder. Solid and dotted lines Stand for non-absorbing and absorbing cylinders, respectively. It can be seen that the scattered compressional waves in Fig 2a and mainly include transmitted wave and creeping wave (diffracted wave)
The transmitted wave has much smaller amplitudes than those of and and is superposed on and waves and is difficult to distinguish; The scattered shear waves in Fig. 2b and with an amplification factor of 40 times) mainly include transmitted waves and and creeping wave Total synthetic seismograms are given in Fig. 2c (u, and u,) . Obviously, the first arrival in shadow zone is the transmitted wave for the high velocity cylinder. Fig. 3a through Fig 3c show the horizontal section (z = 25.0km) synthetic seismograms of the scattered compressional wave, scattered shear wave, and total field for a plane P-wave incident in a low velocity cylinder. Solid and dotted lines stand for non-absorbing and absorbing cylinders, respectively. It can be seen that the scattered compressional waves in Fig 3a and mainly include transmitted wave with a reversed polarity and creeping wave
The transmitted wave has much smaller amplitudes than those of and and is superposed on and waves. The scattered shear waves in Fig. 3b and with an amplification factor of 40 times) mainly include transmitted wave and creeping wave For absorbing cylinder the heavy attenuation of comes from the shear wave absorption in the cylinder interior. Total synthetic seismograms are given in Fig. 3c Obviously, the first arrival in shadow zone is the creeping wave The multi-reflected and multi-creeping waves behind the (Fig. 3a ) or waves (Figs. 3b and 3c) can been clearly seen. We can also seen from Figs. 2 and 3 that the amplitudes of the reflected compressional waves are far larger than those of reflected shear waves, The creeping waves shed radiation energy away tangentially at each point along their paths (omnidirectional reradiation) and are basicly not affected by the cylinder absorbing property.
CONCLUSIONS
The analytical solution has been derived in a convenient form for scattered fields from a circular elastic cylinder with and without intrinsic attenuation caused by a normally incident plane P-wave. The calculated synthetic seismograms show that the scattered compressional waves mainly include transmitted wave P 1 P 2 P l and diffracted wave the scattered shear waves mainly include transmitted waves P 1 P 2 S l , P 1 S 2 S 1 , and diffracted wave The diffracted (creeping) waves propagate along the elastic-cylinder interface and omnidirectionally reradiate energy outside the cylinder. The absorbing properties of the cylinder show little effect on the creeping waves. Those properties of the creeping waves could have important influence on travel-time and Q tomographies. Komeev, V. A. and L. R. Johnson (1993) . Scattering of elastic waves by a spherical inclusion I. theory and numerical results, II, limitations of asymptotic solutions, Geophys. J. Int., G (1983) . properties and velocity dispersion of a medium with power-law dependence of Q on frequency, J. phys., 54, 20-29. Pao, Y. H. and C. C. Mow (1973) 
